
1.1 .................... moves to amend H.F. No. 4608, the delete everything amendment

1.2 (H4608DE2), as follows:

1.3 Page 77, after line 15, insert:

1.4 "Sec. .... Minnesota Statutes 2020, section 626.76, is amended by adding a subdivision to

1.5 read:

1.6 Subd. 2a. Compliance review officers. (a) Except as provided for in paragraph (c),

1.7 when a major public safety event requires a joint operation involving three or more law

1.8 enforcement agencies, including at least one state law enforcement agency, at least one

1.9 representative from each state law enforcement agency's internal affairs unit must be

1.10 temporarily re-assigned as a compliance review officer. Compliance review officers assigned

1.11 to a major public safety event must be present on the scene and perform the following

1.12 functions:

1.13 (1) inspect and inform senior officers of any policy, regulatory, or state law violations

1.14 by state law enforcement;

1.15 (2) proactively speak with media and the public to gather information on performance

1.16 when it does not obstruct police operation or place officers in jeopardy; and

1.17 (3) note and report any policy, regulatory, or state law violations by state law enforcement

1.18 to the proper authority.

1.19 (b) A compliance review officer assigned to perform the duties detailed in paragraph

1.20 (a) shall not participate in subsequent investigations related to that major public safety event.

1.21 (c) The requirement to have compliance review officers on scene pursuant to paragraph

1.22 (a) does not apply if the presence of compliance review officers would obstruct law

1.23 enforcement operations or place either the compliance review officers or peace officers in

1.24 danger.
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2.1 (d) For purposes of this section, "major public safety event" means:

2.2 (1) an event where more than 50 peace officers are needed to respond;

2.3 (2) an event that is expected to, or has, a crowd in excess of 200 persons; or

2.4 (3) an event that is expected to, or has, a crowd in excess of 50 persons and a local or

2.5 statewide state of emergency is declared."

2.6 Renumber the sections in sequence and correct the internal references
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